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Cocoa butter crystallization properties are important to produce high quality chocolate products. Therefore, characteristics for good and poor crystallization properties have to be found and measurement needs to be standardized. Currently, a lot of different measuring instruments are used and even for often used devices such as NMR or DSC, standardized methods are missing. The idea is to compare different instruments and methods and find benchmarks for good and poor crystallization properties. A supplementary target is to facilitate the comparability of quality control at incoming goods department and specifications given by the supplier.
Hence, cocoa butter samples were analyzed using NMR, DSC and MultiTherm™. Different measuring methods were used and the influence of sample preparation and storage was investigated. In addition, the experiments were performed in different laboratories to evaluate comparability of results. To minimize expenditure, we focused on sample preparation methods which are inexpensive, easy to implement and feasible during ongoing production.
We found that repeatability in each laboratory was good while comparison between the laboratories was difficult, but could be improved by strictly adhering to the given sample preparation procedure and measuring method.
Regarding the measurement instruments, it can be said that on the one hand, a lot of modelling and interpretation can be done to receive physically meaningful values from NMR and DSC results, which are well-established in science. On the other hand, MultiTherm™ is highly reproducible and the output is a benchmark (BCI=Bühler Crystallization Index) for good and poor crystallizing cocoa butter. Another method to receive a benchmark is Shukoff-measurements, but it is highly depending on the used Shukoff-flask and on the used evaluation method. Vos1 showed, that repeatability of Shukoff measurements is only granted, if the same flask is used in the same laboratory.
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